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Introduction 
 
 
“Stronger involvement of libraries in text development will 
enhance functionality of electronic texts and improve 
information retrieval….but some may see [this] as 
crossing professional boundaries” 
 
  -- Suzana Sukovic (January 2002). “Beyond the 
Scriptorium: The Role of the Library in Text Encoding.” D-
Lib Magazine 8:1, 1-8. 
Text encoding marks up a document in XML to capture 
metadata (administrative, descriptive, technical, 
preservation) AND represent textual features 
important for research. 
Examples: 
• Women Writers Online (Brown University) 
• Illinois Harvest (University of Illinois) 
• Poetess Archive (University of Miami at Ohio) 
• Louisa A. Doane’s Journal (Ohio State University) 
• Jane Austen’s Fiction Manuscripts 
• Phillis Wheatleys’ Poems on Various Subjects (Brown 
University) 
What Is Text Encoding? 
• TEI Headers are akin to Cataloging. Encoding texts themselves is 
NOT cataloging, but rather performing descriptive mark-up 
 
• Text encoding does NOT attempt to provide one unique, 
authoritative version of a work. It often pairs the document with 
interpretation (markup and metadata) 
 
• Text encoding does NOT provide one static, permanent markup for a 
document. While there can be alternative markup in certain 
instances, there can be incorrect markup 
 
• Text encoding (TEI) is NOT meant to have an encoding 
recommendation for all possibilities, but rather intends to be 
customized and modified within TEI guidelines 
 
What Text Encoding Is NOT 
Text from Uncle Remus: 
One day, arter Brer Fox bin doin' all dat… 
[One day, after Brer Fox been doing all that…] 
 
Mark-up can be 1 of 4 options: 
A. <choice> 
            <sic>arter</sic> 
            <corr>after</corr> 
         </choice> 
B. <orig>arter</orig> 
C. <reg>after</reg> 
D. <choice> 
               <orig>arter</orig> 
               <reg>after</reg> 
            </choice> 
 
See: http://www.tei-c.org/release/doc/tei-p5-
doc/en/html/CO.html)  (p.74-75)  
 
Example of Choices in Text-Encoding 
• Tailor searching under specific genres (e.g. verse, drama, 
prose) 
 
• Search different formats (e.g. manuscript, poetry, drama) 
 
• Search across collections (e.g. Illinois Harvest) 
 
• Search by historical or geographic period 
 
• Search by title, author, date, subject headings, etc. 
 
• Represent structural features in text, including: 
 
 
 
Text Encoding Allows Users To… 
• Technically: a standards organization for 
humanities text encoding  
• Organizationally: an international 
membership consortium 
• Socially: a community of people and projects 
 
Web site: http://www.tei-c.org/  
 
Cataloging : AACR2  ::  Text Encoding : TEI 
Guidelines 
What Is the Text Encoding Initiative 
(TEI)? 
Why TEI? 
• To allow researchers to have access to an electronic text 
that does not require special-purpose software or 
hardware 
• To analyze information – provide a standard text-
encoding scheme  and metadata language which 
accommodates searching, retrieval, etc. 
• To share information – have a standard format for data 
interchange in humanities research 
• To create stand-alone electronic text with hierarchy 
identified 
• To provide nuanced search capabilities that go beyond 
keyword or phrase-searching 
• Emphasis on divisions within text, tables, lists, notes,  
front and back matter 
 
 
THE PROJECT 
Manuscripts Relating to the Early History of 
the Western Reserve, 1795-1869 
• There are over 230 documents in the Manuscripts collection. Project is to digitize 
and text-encode many items in this collection.  
 
• Those items not being text-encoded are due to practical matters, such as length, 
extensive damage to pages, illegibility, material type [financial logbooks]) 
 
• Manuscripts are currently not available except on-site. Microfilm copy available at 
Western Reserve Historical Society and Cleveland State University 
 
• Charles W. Whittlesey (1808-1886) responsible for the acquisition of the materials 
 
• Collection consists of business records, government documents, land surveys and 
field notes, journals and diaries, correspondence, writings, statements, addresses, 
newspaper clippings, court proceedings, and notes 
 
 
Our Book Viewer 
Goals / Wishes: 
 
• Create separate interface for just this collection 
 
• Include georeferencing 
 
• Build search interface for names, dates, and places 
referenced 
 
• Connect to online Encyclopedia of Cleveland History 
 
• Include Timeline, using @when-iso within <date > elements 
Our Workflow 
• Manuscripts are on microfilm. Reviewed by me, noting length, 
complexities, potential issues and challenges regarding encoding 
(e.g. tables, lists, structural divisions) 
 
• I meet with text encoder to go over text 
  
• Text Encoders mark text following TEI P5, Level 4:  
 
• I provide in-house training in XML, XSLT, TEI, accompanying 
metadata (MODS, METS, Dublin Core) 
 
• I provide in-house documentation on metadata, TEI, transcribing 
 
• I review all encoded texts before they are submitted to institutional 
repository 
 
LEARNING TRANSCRIPTION, TEXT-
ENCODING 
Learning TEI 
Learning Text Encoding as Secondary  
Job Responsibility 
 
• Familiarity with XML, HTML, and metadata helpful 
 
• Oxygen XML Editor, licensed metadata editing software, used 
for metadata creation 
 
• TEI Best Practices 
http://purl.oclc.org/NET/teiinlibraries 
 
Learning TEI 
Coding a Manuscript 
 
• Standards and Practices Documentation 
 
• Create a Diplomatic Transcription 
 
• Use Oxygen and Adobe Photoshop CS3 simultaneously to 
transcribe and view the manuscript 
 
• Create Dublin Core, MODS, and METS records 
 
Learning TEI 
<pb facs="wrhsms06169-00006.jp2" n="[6]"/>  
                had separated her fortunes from his, the " large property 
he once possessed had become " reduced, and he could not 
procure the necessary " bail." The result was a lodgement in this 
penitentiary from whence on account of his noble conduct 
towards the sick during the prevalence of cholera in that institution 
in <date when-iso="1849">1849</date> he was liberated by the 
president, <abbr>Gen.</abbr> <expan>[General] </expan> 
<persName>Taylor</persName>.</p> 
            <p><persName>Ashley</persName> had died there in 
<date when-iso="1838">1838</date>. “  After various 
vicissitudes they started in <date when-iso="1842">1842</date> 
a second " scheme of financiering, in which, if they had " 
succeeded, they would have rivalled the board comptrollers of the 
state bank. This was to encircle the world. They discounted an 
immense amount of bills on the U.S. Banks with which they 
contemplated visiting <placeName>Europe</placeName>, and 
even <placeName>China</ placeName>, " exchanging U.S. 
Bank paper for the products " of those countries." [<persName> 
Bierce's </persName> sketches pp 45] There are incidents 
connected with the life and death of  <unclear resp="#sap" 
cert="unknown" reason="illegible">[these]</unclear> 
polished gang of robbers that would make a striking figure in 
romance. If they had congregated on the banks of the Rhine 
instead of the Cuyahoga and instead of inhabiting taverns, 
groceries, and caves, had carried on their operations in ancient 
castles, they would furnish in 
Learning TEI 
Challenges as a Transcriber 
 
• Minimal Time Allotment 
 
• Evolution of Institutional Practice 
 
• Limited Opportunity for Continued Education 
 
• Encoded Transcription as part of Whole 
 
General Issues To / Challenges 
with Text Encoding Projects 
Text Encoding Manuscripts 
Handwriting Identification 
Text Encoding Manuscripts 
Literary 
Linguistic 
Manuscripts 
Encoding challenges 
 
• Revision 
• Analysis 
• Interpretation 
Manuscripts 
Transcription  
• Describe the physical condition 
• Recognize handwriting with different styles 
• Encoding using contextual information 
• With the aid from the background information 
 
 
Some considerations 
Resources 
• Time 
• Cost  
• Staff 
 
Evaluation 
• Value 
• Users 
• Alternative access 
 
Access 
• Digital representation (application, software…..) 
• Electronic access  
• Preservation 
 
 
 
 
Digital 
representation 
Search and 
discovery 
tools Customization 
Format 
Digital representations 
Digital representation (1) 
http://www.whitmanarchive.org/manuscripts/transcriptions/pml.00006.ht
ml 
Digital representation (2) 
http://vangoghletters.org/vg/letters/let001/letter.html 
Digital representation (3)-1 
http://webapp1.dlib.indiana.edu/newton/mss/dipl/ALCH00041 
Digital representation (3)-2 
http://webapp1.dlib.indiana.edu/newton/mss/dipl/ALCH00041 
•Commercial products 
•Locally developed tools 
•Open source tool 
Example: eXtensible Text Framework (XTF) 
http://www.cdlib.org/services/publishing/tools/xtf/ 
Project: The Chymistry of Isaac Newton, Indiana University  
http://webapp1.dlib.indiana.edu/newton/ 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Search and discovery tools 
Manuscripts 
Maximize Value for text encoding 
Projects: 
• Communicate with faculty and student 
• Advertise the products 
• Share information with other entities  
• Work collaboratively with other institutions 
• Make best use of resources available  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Discussion 
Questions: 
 
• What is the role of tech services librarians? Should they 
be doing this kind of work? 
 
• Should librarians also be involved in web development for 
such projects 
 
• Feasibility of small libraries undertaking such work? 
 
• Is it better to work with faculty directly who have 
research needs, or bring to light projects/collections 
others may be unaware of? 
 
 
• A Companion to Digital Literary Studies: 
http://www.digitalhumanities.org/companion/DLS/ 
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